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New Children’s Book Introduces Kids to Jazz!

!

!
!

Stephan Earl releases Kayla & Eli Discover Jazz!

PEMBROKE PINES, FL, APRIL 5, 2013 - Journey through time and discover the
history of jazz though the adventures of Kayla and Eli in Kayla & Eli Discover
Jazz by Stephan Earl (published by SearlStudio Kids).!
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Kayla & Eli Discover Jazz!
by Stephan Earl!
Hardcover ISBN:
978-0-9883670-2-9!
Size: 8.5” x 11”!
$16.99; 32 pp.!
Ebook ISBN: 978-0-9883670-3-6;
$3.99!
Release Date: 2013!
Publisher: SearlStudio Kids
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Also from Stephan Earl:!

Music Is a Rainbow!
978-0-9895062-2-9!

Tupi Finds His Tune!
978-0-9895062-4-3!
Kayla & Eli Hear Music at the Zoo!
978-0-9883670-8-1!
Home Music Production: Getting
Started!
978-0-9883670-1-2
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While spending a day at the park with their mom, Kayla and her little brother Eli
hear jazz music for the first time. Intrigued by the music, they dash toward the
band for a closer look and encounter a mysterious person who takes them on a
magical tour through time to discover jazz for themselves.!
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“I wrote this children’s book because I wanted a fun way to introduce my baby girl
to a style of music that has absolutely enriched my life - jazz,” says Stephan.!
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From Dixieland and Big Band Swing, to Bebop and Latin Jazz Fusion; Kayla & Eli
Discover Jazz introduces kids to the pinnacle periods of jazz - America’s classical
music.!
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About Stephan Earl: Stephan Earl is passionate about music and has been
since the age of 12 when he first learned to play the clarinet in is home town of
New York. Stephan currently resides in Boynton Beach, Florida with his wife and
daughter.!
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About SearlStudio Kids: SearlStudio Kids publishes books for children that
enrich their lives through discovery of the arts and the exploration of their inner
creativity. Through great stories, we want to inspire Kids to discover, imagine and
create; while learning good values of applying hard work to achieve their dreams.

Available on Amazon in hardcover and Kindle formats, and on the Apple iBookstore as a
read-aloud interactive edition. !
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The iBooks edition features read to me narration, music illustrations of each period in jazz
mentioned in the book, “Discover” buttons for additional jazz facts, and music and jazz
related puzzles and quizzes.
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